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THE CONTINUATION THEORY
FOR MORSE DECOMPOSITIONS
AND CONNECTION MATRICES

ROBERT D. FRANZOSA

ABSTRACT. The continuation theory for (<-ordered) Morse decompositions

and the indices defined on them—the homology index braid and the connection

matrices—is established. The equivalence between Oordered Morse decom-

positions and <-consistent attractor filtrations is displayed. The spaces of

(<-ordered) Morse decompositions for a product parametrization of a local

flow are introduced, and the local continuation of (<-ordered) Morse decom-

positions is obtained via the above-described equivalence and the local contin-

uation of attractors. The homology index braid and the connection matrices

of an admissible ordering of a Morse decomposition are shown to be invariant

on path components of the corresponding space of <-ordered Morse decom-

positions. This invariance is used to prove that the collection of connection

matrices of a Morse decomposition is upper semicontinuous over the space of

Morse decompositions (and over the parameter space) under local continua-

tion.

Introduction. A theorem that describes the behavior of an index under con-

tinuous change in its domain is an important component of any index theory. The

Conley index is defined for isolated invariant sets in a local flow, and in [1] it is

shown that for a product parameterization of a local flow, isolated invariant sets

continue locally and the Conley index is invariant under the local continuation. In

[10] Kurland establishes a corresponding continuation theory for the index defined

on attractor-repeller pairs. It is the aim of this paper to extend these continua-

tion results to a continuation theory for (Oordered) Morse decompositions and the

indices—the homology index braid and the connection matrices—defined on them.

Conley's and Kurland's continuation theories actually contain more than the

local continuation results described above; these local results are a part of a broader

global continuation scheme. In particular, in [1] Conley defines the space of isolated

invariant sets for a product parameterization of a local flow and shows that this

space is locally homeomorphic to the parameter space. This local homeomorphism

then yields the notion of local continuation of isolated invariant sets. Next, it is

shown that the Conley index is invariant on path components of the space of isolated

invariant sets; this yields the invariance of the index under local continuation.

In this paper we use the same approach. We define the spaces of (oordered)

Morse decompositions for a product parameterization of a local flow. The notion of

(local) continuation of Morse decompositions and of admissible orderings of Morse
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decompositions is established via topological properties of these spaces. We show

that the homology index braid is invariant (up to isomorphism) on path components

of the spaces of Oordered Morse decompositions. Since the connection matrices

are algebraically derived from the homology index braid, it then follows that if an

admissible ordering of one Morse decomposition is related by continuation to an

admissible ordering of another, then the collections of connection matrices associ-

ated to these admissible orderings are equal. Therefore, the connection matrices

of an admissible ordering are invariant under local continuation of the admissible

ordering.

The connection matrices of a Morse decomposition (without reference to an

admissible ordering) are the connection matrices of the flow ordering of the Morse

decomposition. Flow orderings do not necessarily continue locally; therefore, the

connection matrices of Morse decompositions are not necessarily invariant under

local continuation. However, since flow orderings do continue locally to admissible

orderings, and since the collection of connection matrices of an admissible ordering

contains the collection of connection matrices of the flow ordering, it follows that

connection matrices of Morse decompositions may be lost, but not gained, under

local continuation. In this sense, the collection of connection matrices of a Morse

decomposition is upper semicontinuous over the space of Morse decompositions

(and over the parameter space).

§§1 through 3 contain background material. In §1 partial orders and the al-

gebraic connection matrix theory are reviewed. §2 covers attractor-repeller pairs,

Morse decompositions, and attractor filtrations. In §2 we establish the equivalence

between oordered Morse decompositions and attractor filtrations (thus extending

similar results of Conley [1] on totally ordered Morse decompositions). §3 covers

isolated invariant sets and the index theory.

In §4 the spaces of isolated invariant sets, attractor-repeller pairs, and (<-

ordered) Morse decompositions are defined and studied. These spaces provide

the setting for the continuation theories for the various indices. Conley's [1] and

Kurland's [10] continuation theories for the indices of isolated invariant sets and

attractor-repeller pairs, respectively, are extended in §5 to continuation theories for

the homology index braid and connection matrices. In §6 we give a simple example

that shows how the connection matrix continuation theory can be used to establish

the existence of connecting orbits in a parameterized family of flows.

1. Partial orders and the algebraic connection matrix theory. We sum-

marize the main definitions and results concerning partial orders and the algebraic

connection matrix theory. Further details can be found in [4, 5].

Assume throughout that P is a finite indexing set containing p elements. A

partial order on P is a relation < on the elements of P satisfying:

(1) tt < 7T never holds for tt E P,

(2) tt < tt' and tt' < tt" imply tt < 7r".

A total order on P is a partial order that also satisfies

(3) for each tt ^ tt' G P, either tt < 7r' or 7r' < 7r.

Assume throughout, that < is a partial order on P.

An extension of < is a partial order <' on P such that 7r < 7r' implies 7r <' 7r'.

If P' C P, then < induces a partial order on P', called the restriction of < to P'.
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An interval in < is a subset I C P tor which ir, tt' 6 I and tt < tt" < tt' imply

7r" e J. The set of intervals in < is denoted /(<). J S /(<) is called an attracting

interval if tt G / and it' < it imply tt' E I. The set of attracting intervals in < is

denoted A(<). tt,tt' E P are called adjacent if {tt.tt'} E /(<)-

An adjacent n-tuple of intervals in < is an ordered collection (Iy,...,In) of

mutually disjoint intervals in < satisfying:

(l)U?=i/<€/«),
(2) tt e Ij, it' E h, j < k imply it' -ft tt.

The collection of adjacent n-tuples of intervals in < is denoted 7n(<)- Note that

/(<) = 7i(<). If <' is either an extension of < or the restriction of < to an interval

in <, then 7n(<') C /n(<)- If (I, J) is an adjacent pair (2-tuple) of intervals, then

IU J is denoted I J. If (I, J) and (J, I) are both adjacent pairs of intervals, then /

and J are said to be noncomparable. If (Iy,..., In) E /n(<) and U?=i A = ^> iaen

(Iy,..., /„) is called a decomposition of /.

DEFINITION 1.1. A graded module braid over < is a collection 8? = £?(<) of

graded modules and maps between the graded modules satisfying:

(1) for each / € /(<), there is a graded module G(I),

(2) for each (/, J) E ^(<)i there are maps,

i(I, IJ): G(I) -» G(IJ) of degree 0,

p(IJ, J): G(IJ) — G(J) of degree 0,

d(J, I): G(J) — G(I) of degree - 1,

that satisfy:

(a)-► G(I) -i» G(IJ) -£» G(J) -^ G(I) -f • • • is exact,

(b) if / and J are noncomparable, then p(JI, I)i(I, I J) = id ]G(I),

(c) if (/, J, K) E h(<), then the following braid diagram commutes.

• •

if i     ̂ G(IJ)       p J»

G(UYL)? i^G(J)>^

p( p G(JK) .a ) a

^G(K)       a i G(I) "V

J p        G(IJ)       i. J i

ZGU)1^ ^G(IJK)

J
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The homology index braid of an admissible ordering of a Morse decomposition

(see [4, 5] and §3 below) is an example of a graded module braid.

Assume that ff and ff' are graded module braids over <.

DEFINITION 1.2. A. A map 9 from ff to ff', denoted 9: ff -» ff', is a collection
{#(■0 }/€/(<) of module homomorphisms 9(1): G(I) —> G'(I) such that the following

diagram commutes for each (/, J) E h(<)-

••• -►  G(I)   —^  G(IJ)   —^  G(J)   —?-+  G(I)   -►"•••

e(/) e(u) e(j) e(i)

••• -► G'(I) —l—* G'(IJ) —^ G'(J) —?-^ G'(I) -►  ■■•

B. If, furthermore, 9(1) is an isomorphism for each I € /(<), then 9 is called an

isomorphism and ff and ff' are said to be isomorphic.

Let <' be either an extension of < or the restriction of < to an interval / E I(<).

If ff is a graded module braid over <, then ff can be restricted to a graded module

braid ff] <' over <'. Specifically, let ff] <' be the collection of the graded modules

G(I), for / e /(<') C /(<), and the maps i(I,IJ), p(U,J), and d(J,I), for

(I, J) E l2{<') C ^2(<)- It is not difficult to see that ff] <' is a graded module

braid over <'.

Let C = {CA(Tr)}nep be a collection of graded modules. Ii I C P, then a map

A: ©jrgr CA(7t) —► 0x€/ CA(7r) can be regarded as a matrix

( \ (      '      \ (      '      \

■■■An^--- :     CA(tt) -»     CA(tt)

V ' /   TT.TT'e/ V /   X€J V ' /    7TG/

where each AT^« is a map from CA(ir') to CA(tt).

DEFINITION 1.3. A. A is upper triangular if A,|T- ^ 0 implies it < it'.

B. A is strictly upper triangular if A„t„i ^ 0 implies it < it'.

C. A is a boundary map if each A„i7ri is of degree —1 and A2 = 0.

Assume that A: @wePCA(ir) —► ®n€pCA(ir) is an upper triangular bound-

ary map. It is shown in [5] that A naturally defines a graded module braid over <,

denoted ^A(<).

DEFINITION 1.4. Given ff, a graded module braid over <, and C = {CA(tt)}w€p,

a collection of graded modules, let A: @n€P CA(tt) —> 0^.eF CA(7r) be an upper

triangular boundary map. Then,

A. if %f A is isomorphic to ff, then A is called a C-connection matrix of ff,

B. if, furthermore, CA(tt) is isomorphic to G(tt) for each tt E P, then A is called

a connection matrix of ff.

The collection of C-connection matrices and connection matrices of ff are de-

noted by ^JS(ff,C) and ffJ?(ff), respectively.
Let C = {CA(ir)}n€P be a collection of graded modules. The following propo-

sition describes the relationships between (C-)connection matrices under isomor-

phism of graded module braids and under extension of the underlying partial order.

PROPOSITION  1.5.   A.Ifff andff' are isomorphic graded module braids, then

(%J?(ff,C) = <gJt(ff',C)    and   <WJS(ff) = %JS(ff').
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B. If ff is defined over a partial order having extension <', then <&^(ff,C) C

%JS(ff] <',C) and %JS(ff) C %JS(ff\ <!).

2. Attractor-repeller pairs, Morse decompositions, and attractor fil-

trations. Some of the following results concerning attractor-repeller pairs and

Morse decompositions are stated without proof. Further details can be found in [1,

4
Let T be a Hausdorff topological space with a flow, and assume S is compact

invariant in T. If Si,52 are invariant subsets of S, then C(S2,Sy;S) := {x E

S\lj*(x) c S2, u(x) C Sy} is the set of orbits connecting S2 to Sy in S. This set is

usually denoted C(S2,Sy).

If A c S is the w-limit set of a neighborhood U of itself in S, then A is an

attractor in S and U is an attracting neighborhood of A. Similarly a repeller in S

is the w*-limit set of a (repelling) neighborhood of itself in S.

If A is an attractor in S, then A* := {x E S\w(x) D A = 0} is a repeller in

S, called the repeller complementary to A in S, and S decomposes into the union

S = A\JC(A*,A)UA*. If Ay,A2 are attractors in S with attracting neighborhoods

Uy,U2, respectively, then Ay U A2, ^4i fl A2 are attractors in S with attracting

neighborhoods Uy U U2, Uy (1 U2 and complementary repellers A\ fl A2, A\ U A2,

respectively.

The following result due to Conley [1] plays an important role in the continuation

theories for attractor-repeller pairs and Morse decompositions. It implies that if

S is a compact invariant set near S, then near any attractor in 5, there is a

corresponding attractor in S.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Y0 be a T-neighborhood of an attractor in S. IfY0(lS is

an attracting neighborhood of the attractor, then there exists a T-open neighborhood

Yy of S such that if S C Yy is compact invariant, then Yo n S is an attracting

neighborhood of some (possibly empty) attractor in S.

The decomposition of S by an attractor-repeller pair is generalized by the Morse

decompositions of S; specifically,

DEFINITION 2.2. A (oordered) Morse decomposition of S is a collection M =

M(S) = {M(7r)}7rep of mutually disjoint compact invariant subsets of S such that

if 7 € S\ U,r£P M^), then there exist *" < 7r' with 7 S C(M(ir'), M(ir)).

Since a collection of sets M = {M(ir)}neP can be a Morse decomposition of

more than one invariant set, the structures (including the indices) associated to

a Morse decomposition of an invariant set S are defined relative to S. However,

for notational convenience, we usually omit reference to S in the discussions of the

structures.

Assume that M = {M(ir)}n€P is a Oordered Morse decomposition of S. The

partial order < on P induces an obvious partial order on M; it also is denoted

< and is called an admissible ordering of M. The flow defines an "extremal"

admissible ordering of M, called the flow ordering of M, denoted <P, and such

that M(tt) <f M(tt') if and only if there exists a sequence of distinct elements

of P: tt = ttq, ... ,TTn = tt', with C(M(ttj), M(iTj-y)) ^ 0 for each j = 1,... ,n.

Every admissible ordering of M is an extension of <P.
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For each / € /(<), let

M(/)=((jM(7r))u(   |J   C(M(tt'),M(tt))\.

M(I) is called a Morse set of the admissible ordering < (or a Morse set of the Morse

decomposition M). The collection {M(I)]I E I(<)} is denoted MS(<). Since < is

an extension of <F, it follows that MS(<) C MS(<f). Because of this, MS(<P)

is also denoted MS(M).

If (I, J) E h(<), then (M(I),M(J)) is an attractor-repeller pair in M(IJ); in

particular, if / is an attracting interval in <, then M(I) is an attractor in S with

complementary repeller M(P\I).

The collection of attractors in S, AF(<) := {M(I)]I E A(<)}, is called the

attractor filtration of the admissible ordering < of M. More generally,

DEFINITION 2.3. A. An attractor filtration in S is a finite collection AF of

attractors in S such that

(1) 0,SEAF,
(2) if Ay,A2 EAF, then Aj U A2, Ayf)A2 E AF.

B. An attractor filtration is called Oconsistent if it can be indexed by A(<) so

that Ai, U Ah = AilL,i2 and A/, (1 Ai2 = A/inj2 for every Iy,I2 € A(<).

Thus, a oordered Morse decomposition defines a oconsistent attractor filtra-

tion AF(<). Below, we show that this correspondence is one-to-one; i.e., that each

Oconsistent attractor filtration determines a oordered Morse decomposition. In

§4, this equivalence plays an important role in the continuation theory for Morse

decompositions because the local continuation of attractors (Proposition 2.1) yields

the local continuation of attractor filtrations and therefore (by this equivalence) the

local continuation of Morse decompositions.

In [1] Conley exhibits the equivalence between Oordered Morse decompositions

and Oconsistent attractor filtrations for total orders O We extend those results

to establish the equivalence for general partial orders.

THEOREM 2.4. Let AF = {Ai}ieA{<) be a <-consistent attractor filtration in

S. There exists a <-ordered Morse decomposition M of S such that Ai = M(I) for

each I E A(<) (and therefore AF = AF(<)).

To prove Theorem 2.4 we need the following

LEMMA 2.5. For i = 1,2, assume Ki E A(<) and (Li, J) is a decomposition

ofK%.  ThenLlEA(<) and AKirtA*Li = Ak2^A*L2.

PROOF. It is easy to see that L% E A(<). Let L = Ly fl L2, K = Ky n K2.

L,K E A(<), and (L,J) is a decomposition of K. It is enough to show that

AK fl A*L = AKl n A*Li. Note that Ky = K U Ly and K n Ly = L; therefore,

Ak, = AK U ALl and AK f~l ALl = AL. Now,

AKl n A*Li = (AK U^i,)n A*Li = AK n A*Ll

= AKn (AK \jAll) = AKn (AK n ALl)* = AK n A*L.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4. Order the elements of P: iry,...,irp, such that

tt1 < ttj implies i < j. Let Iq = 0, and for each j = 1,... ,p, let Ij = {TTt\l < i < j}.
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Clearly, /_, G A(<) and A/^, C A/,. For j = l,...,p, define M(?Tj) = A/y nAJ r

By Conley [1], M := {M(7r)}7rep is a totally ordered Morse decomposition of S.

We claim that M is Oordered and M(I) = Ai for each / G A(<).

We begin by showing that if n G /, then M(n) C A/, otherwise M(ir) n A/ = 0.

Assume it E I. Define A = {q G P|a < 7r} and L = A\7r. A G A(<),

(L,ir) is a decomposition of K, and K c I. It follows that A/f C A/. We claim

that M(tt) c Ak, implying M(7r) C A/. Let tt = ir3. Ij E A(<), and (7j_i,7r)

is a decomposition of Ij. The lemma implies Ai. fl Aj._ '= Ak fl A^. Thus,

M(ir) C AK.

Assume ir $ I. Define A = {q G P|7r •£ a} and L = K\ir. K E A(<),

(L,7r) is a decomposition of K, and I C L. It follows that A/ C At,. We claim

that M(7r) n AL = 0, implying M(7r) n A/ = 0. As above, if 7T = Try, then the

lemma implies Aii fl AJ._   = Ak n A£. It follows that M(7r) C A*l, and therefore

M(7r)nAL = 0.

We show that M is Oordered. Assume 7 G S\ \J„eP M(ir). Since M is a Morse

decomposition, there exist tt ^ tt' with 7 G C(M(7r'), M(7t)). We claim that tt < tt'.

Let I = {a E P]a < tt'}. We prove that tt El. Then since it / 7r', it follows that

tt < tt'. I G A(<), and it' E I implies that M(tt') c A/. So oj*(i) C A/, and since

Ai is an attractor, it follows that 7 G A/ and 0^(7) C A/. Therefore M(7r)nA/ ^ 0,

implying tt E I.

We show that M(7) = A/ for each / G A(<). M(7r) c A/ for each tt E I, and

if tt, it' E I and 7 G C(M(7r'),M(7r)), then, as in the proof that n < tt', it follows

that 7 G A/. Thus, M(I) c A/. Now, suppose 7 G A/. Then if 7 G M(7r) for some

tt E P, then 7T G /, and therefore 7 G M(I). If 7 G C(M(ir'), M(ir)) for it, tt' E P,

then both M(7r) fl A/ and M(tt') fl A/ are nonempty, implying that ir, ir' E I. It

follows that 7 G M(I), and therefore A/ C M(/).    □

Note that Lemma 2.5 implies that the Morse decomposition in Theorem 2.4 is

independent of the choice of the ordering iry,... ,ttp of the elements of P. The

Morse decomposition in Theorem 2.4 is called the oordered Morse decomposition

defined by the Oconsistent attractor filtration AF. The above result states that AF

equals AF(<), the attractor filtration of the admissible ordering < of the Morse

decomposition defined by AF. It is easy to see that if M is a Oordered Morse

decomposition, then M equals the Morse decomposition defined by AF(<), the

attractor filtration of the admissible ordering < of M.

It is not difficult to prove that an attractor filtration is Oconsistent for some

partial order on some set P, and therefore every attractor filtration defines a Morse

decomposition. We make no use of this result and therefore we do not pursue it

further.

3. Isolated invariant sets and the index theory. In this section we out-

line the index theory for isolated invariant sets, attractor-repeller pairs in isolated

invariant sets, and Morse decompositions of isolated invariant sets. Further details

on these topics can be found in [1-5, 8-10, 18, 19].

Assume that A is a locally compact metric local flow in T. Let S c A be a

compact invariant set. If S is the maximal invariant set in a compact neighborhood

A of itself in A, then S is called an (A-)isolated invariant set and A is called an

(A-)isolating neighborhood of S.
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If Sy and S2 are isolated invariant sets with isolating neighborhoods Ny and A2,

respectively, then Sy fl S2 is an isolated invariant set with isolating neighborhood

Ai fl A2. It does not follow that Si L)S2 is an isolated invariant set nor that Ny U A2

is an isolating neighborhood.

Assume that S is an isolated invariant set. The following propositions estab-

lish that an attractor in S, its complementary repeller in S, and the Morse sets

of a Morse decomposition of S are isolated invariant sets. The other implica-

tions in these propositions play an important role in the continuation theories for

attractor-repeller pairs and Morse decompositions. The straightforward proofs of

these propositions are left to the reader (see [3]).

PROPOSITION 3.1. If (A, A*) is an attractor-repeller pair in S, then A and A*

are X-isolated invariant sets. Furthermore, if N and U are isolating neighborhoods

of S and A, respectively, and U H S is an attracting neighborhood of A in S, then

clx(N\U) is an X-isolating neighborhood of A*.

If A is an attractor in S, then an (A-)isolating neighborhood of A whose inter-

section with S is an attracting neighborhood of A in S is called an (A-)isolating

.S-attracting neighborhood of A.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Ay and A2 6e attractors in S with X-isolating S-

attracting neighborhoods Uy and U2, respectively. Then Uy (~)U2 is an X-isolating

S-attracting neighborhood of Ay f)A2, and ifUy and U2 are contained in some iso-

lating neighborhood of S, then Uy UU2 is an X-isolating S-attracting neighborhood

0fAyl)A2.

PROPOSITION 3.3. If M is a <-ordered Morse decomposition of S, then the

associated Morse sets are isolated invariant sets. Furthermore, if Ui is an X-

isolating S-attracting neighborhood of M(I) for each I E A(<) and (I, J) is a

decomposition of K G A(<), then cIx(Uk\Ui) is an X-isolating neighborhood of

M(J).

We now proceed with a description of the index theory.

Given Z C Y C T, we call Z positively invariant relative to Y if 7 G Z and

7 ■ [0,t] C Y together imply that 7 • [0,t] <Z Z. By a compact pair (Ny,N0), we

mean an ordered pair of compact spaces with No C Ny.

DEFINITION 3.4. A compact pair (Ny,N0) in A is called an (A-)index pair for

S if
(1) S C intx(Ny\NQ),
(2) S is the maximal invariant set in clx(Ai\An),

(3) A0 is positively invariant relative to Ny,

(4) 7 G Ai and 7 • R+ (jL Ny imply there exists t > 0 such that 7 • [0, t] C Ny and

7 • t E N0-

In [1] Conley proves the existence of index pairs for isolated invariant sets. Fur-

thermore, he proves that the homotopy type of the pointed quotient space Ny/N0

is independent of the index pair. Thus, a homotopy type of a pointed space is

associated to the isolated invariant set S. It is denoted h(S) and called the Conley

index of S (relative to A).

The work on indices in this paper is done on the homology level. Singular

homology with coefficients in a module G over a PID is used, and H»(h(S);G)
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is called the homology index of S (with coefficients in G and relative to A). For

notational simplicity, we denote this by H(S). For the remainder of the paper, we

omit reference to A and G in the various indices. However, it should be kept in mind

that all of the indices depend on the local flow A and on the coefficient module G,

and furthermore, in the case of the indices associated to a Morse decomposition M,

there is also dependence on the invariant set of which M is a Morse decomposition.

Let (A, A") be an attractor-repeller pair in S. If N0 C Ny C N2 are such that

(Ny,N0) and (N2,N0) are index pairs for A and S, respectively, then (N2,Ny) is

an index pair for A*. The triple (N2,Ny,N0) is called an index triple for (A, A*) in

S; it defines a sequence of maps on quotient spaces, Ny/No —+ N2/Nq —» N2/Ny.

Passing to homology, there is an exact sequence,

• • • - H.(NyfNo) -*♦ H,(N2/Nq) -Z+ H.(N2/Ny) -^ H,(Ny/N0) i- • • .

This sequence is independent of the choice of index triple for (A, A*) in S and

therefore defines a sequence, called the homology index sequence for (A, A*) in S,

-► H(A) -i* H(S) -^ H(A*) -t H(A) -*♦•■•.

Assume M is a oordered Morse decomposition of S. The homology index

H(M(I)) is defined for each Morse set of the admissible ordering < (for simplicity

it is denoted H(I)), and for each (I, J) G h(<), there is a sequence

-► H(I) -i» H(IJ) -£♦ H(J) -^ //(/) -!♦....

The collection of the 7/(7), for all I E I(<), and the maps i, p, d, for all (I, J) E

h(<), is a graded module braid over <. It is called the homology index braid of

the admissible ordering < of M and is denoted £?(<). The homology index braid

of the flow ordering of M is called the homology index braid of M and is denoted

Sf(M). It is easy to see that %S(<) C %S(M).

Let C = {CA(-ir)}n€P be a collection of graded modules. K#(^(<),C) is

called the collection of C-connection matrices of the admissible ordering < of M

and is denoted K#(<, C). ^#(^(M), C) is called the collection of C-connection

matrices of M and is denoted ^J#(M,C). ^#(<) and iv#(M), the collections

of connection matrices, are similarly defined. By Proposition 1.5.B, <&f#(M,C) C

K#(<,C) and K#(M) C %£(<). It is shown in [5] that if each CA(tt) is a free

chain complex with homology isomorphic to H(tt), then SS#(<, C) and §S#(Af, C)

are nonempty. In particular, if H(tt) is free for each ir E P (e.g., if the coefficient

module G is a field), then K#(M) and K#(<) are nonempty.

4. The continuation theory for Morse decompositions. We define a

product parameterization of a local flow and the spaces of isolated invariant sets,

attractor-repeller pairs, and Morse decompositions for the product parameteriza-

tion. Through topological properties of these spaces the continuation theory for

Morse decompositions is established. These spaces also provide the setting for the

continuation theories for homology index braids and connection matrices.

Assume that Z is a locally compact space and A is locally path connected.

DEFINITION 4.1. A product parameterization of the local flow A c T is a

homeomorphism 4>: Z x A —► A such that for each A G A, <f>(Z x {A}) is a local

flow.
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Let <f>: 2T x A —► A be a product parameterization of the local flow A. We denote

the restriction <p\(Z x {A}) by cpx and its image by X\.

DEFINITION 4.2. The space of isolated invariant sets for the product parame-

terization is the set

5? = S"(<j>) = {(S\,X\)\S\ is an isolated invariant set in Aa}.

To simplify notation, we write Sa instead of (S\,X\). However, it should be

noted that S? is the setting for the continuation theory for the Conley index, and

the Conley index depends on both the invariant set S\ and the local flow Aa.

Given A, compact and contained in Z, let

A(A) = {A G A]qf>\(N) is an isolating neighborhood in Aa}.

Define o^: A(A) —> SS?, a^(X) = Sx where S\ is the maximal invariant set in

<l>x(N).

PROPOSITION 4.3 (SEE [1]). Let Ny,N2 C Z be compact. Assume X E

A(Ai) fl A(N2) and the maximal invariant sets in <f>x(Ny) and cp\(N2) are equal.

Then there exists W, a neighborhood of X contained in A(Ny) flA(A2), such that

p EW implies </>M(Ai) and 0M(A2) have the same maximal invariant set.

As a consequence of Proposition 4.3, we have

PROPOSITION 4.4 (SEE [1]).  A. A(A) is open in A for each compact N c Z.

B. The collection S$ = {u^{U)]N C Z is compact and U C A(A) is open} is a

basis for a topology on SS?.

Assume that SS? has the topology induced by the basis S$ described above.

Define ir.r: 5" — A, ir.^(Sx) = X.

PROPOSITION 4.5 (SEE [1]). ir,y is a surjective local homeomorphism; in par-

ticular, for each N compact in Z, 7r><|<7jv(A(A)) is a homeomorphism with inverse

on-

Thus, if S\ is an isolated invariant set in Xx, then for p near A, X^ contains

an isolated invariant set SM near Sx- On a global basis, we say that two invariant

sets, Sx in Aa and SM in AM, are related by continuation or are continuations of

each other if the corresponding points in S7 lie in the same (path) component. The

invariance of the Conley index under continuation (see [1] and §5) states that the

index is independent of the component of S?'.

Next, we present the continuation theory for attractor-repeller pairs. We define

the space of attractor-repeller pairs for the product parameterization <f> to be the

set

si® = J*%(4>) = {(Ax, Al, Sx) E S?(4.) x .?(*) x S"(<t>)\

(Ax, A*x) is an attractor-repeller pair in Sa}

with the topology inherited as a subspace of S^(qf>) x S^(qS) x S7((p).

In [10] Kurland defines a space of attractor-repeller pairs for a product parame-

terization. His construction is somewhat different from ours; however, the resulting

spaces are essentially identical.

Define *&#: JZ&? -+ A, ir^^(Ax,A\,Sx) = X. For a = A, A*, or S, define

SPa: srfSSZ -► S?, SPa(Ax,A\, Sx) = ax- Clearly, ir^g and each S?a are continuous.
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For a = A, A*, or S consider

(4.1) ^°>f      \f«
^    —►  XA

Diagram (4.1) commutes. We claim that each map in diagram (4.1) is a surjective

local homeomorphism. iry is a surjective local homeomorphism by Proposition 4.5.

We prove that ir^ji is a surjective local homeomorphism in Theorem 4.8, below.

Kurland proves a corresponding result in [10].

The idea is to prove that if (Aa,A^) is an attractor-repeller pair in Sa C Aa

and p is near A, then the invariant sets Aa, A\, Sx, respectively, continue to

invariant sets Ap, A*, Sp C Xp such that (Ap,Ap) is an attractor-repeller pair in

Sp. Proposition 4.6, below, implies that AM, the continuation of Aa, is an attractor

in Sp, the continuation of Sa- Proposition 4.7, below, then implies that the repeller

complementary to AM in Sp is the continuation of A*x.

Using Propositions 4.6 and 4.7, we then prove that the maps in diagram (4.1)

are surjective local homeomorphisms.

PROPOSITION 4.6. Assume (A\,AX) is an attractor-repeller pair in Sx C Aa-

Let V and U be such that (f>x(V) is an Xx-isolating neighborhood of Sx and <fix{U)

is an Xx-isolating Sx-attracting neighborhood of Ax- Then there exists W, an open

neighborhood of X contained in A(V) fl A(f/), such that p E W implies

(1) if o-jj(p) = Ap and o~v(p) = Sp, then Ap is an attractor in Sp,

(2) <jJp(U) is an Xp-isolating Sp-attracting neighborhood of Ap.

PROOF. <p(U x A(U)) is an A-neighborhood of Aa, and therefore there exists

Fo, a T-neighborhood of Aa, with Y0 n A = <p(U x A(U)). Y0 n Sa is an attracting

neighborhood of Aa- By Proposition 2.1, there exists a T-open neighborhood Yy

of Sa such that if S C Yy is compact invariant, then Vo H S is an attracting

neighborhood of some attractor in S. Let Vb C Z be such that 0a(Vo) is an X\-

isolating neighborhood of Sa contained in 0a(V) n Yy, and set Uo = Vo D U. There

exists an open neighborhood Wo of A such that 0(Vb x Wq) c Yy. ay0 (A) = oy (A) =

Sa- By Proposition 4.3, there exists Wy, an open neighborhood of A contained in

A(Vb) PI A(V), such that p G Wy implies o~v0(p) and o"v(p) have the same maximal

invariant set. Similarly, there exists W2, an open neighborhood of A contained in

A(Uq) C\A(U), such that p E fV2 implies <7[/0(p) and ciu(p) have the same maximal

invariant set. Set W = W0 D Wy n W2.

Up G W, then oy(p) = ov0(p) = SM and 0u{p) = o'Uoir1) = ^p. for some

invariant sets SM and A^ in AM. We claim that AM is an attractor in SM with

AM-isolating SM-attracting neighborhood (jj^U). p E W C Wq implies SM C Yy.

Therefore, VonSM (= 4>p.(U) nS^) is an attracting neighborhood of an attractor A^

in Sp. Since AM is the maximal invariant set in 0M(f/), it follows that A^ = A^flS^.

However, AM is the maximal invariant set in 0M(i7o), and <jJp(Uo) C 0^(Vb) implies

Ap C S^. Therefore A'fi = A^, yielding the claim.    □

Assume U, V, W are as in Proposition 4.6, and for p G W, let AM = au(p) and

Sp = cT\/(p). Ap is an attractor in SM; let A* denote the complementary repeller.

The following proposition implies that A* is the continuation of A*x.
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PROPOSITION 4.7. W C A(clz(V\U)), and for each pEW, 4>p(clz(V\U)) is
an Xp-isolating neighborhood of A*.

PROOF. <t>p(V) is an A^-isolating neighborhood of Sp, and <f>p(U) is an AM-

isolating S^-attracting neighborhood of Ap. Proposition 3.1 implies that

clx,(0M(V)\0M(C/))    (= <f>p(clz(V\U)))

is an AM-isolating neighborhood of A*, and therefore p G A(clz(V\U)).    D

By Proposition 4.5, if (AX,A*X) is an attractor-repeller pair in the isolated invari-

ant set Sa, then for p near A, there are isolated invariant sets Ap, A*, and SM near

Aa, A*x, and Sa, respectively. Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 then imply that (Ap^^) is

an attractor-repeller pair in Sp. This is made more formal in

THEOREM 4.8. The maps rr^jf, SPa, SPa., andS^s are surjective local home-

omorphisms.

PROOF. Assume (AX,A*X,SX) G S&l. Choose V, an AA-isolating neighbor-

hood of Sa, and U, an AA-isolating SA-attracting neighborhood of Aa- Set U' =

clz(V\U).
Let W be as in Proposition 4.6. W C A(U) n A(U') H A(V) by Propositions 4.6

and 4.7. Define r: W -» S" x S" x S", r = av\W x aw\W x av\W. Clearly,

r is continuous. The above results imply im(r) C $#S%. Therefore, r defines a

continuous map t: W —► £/£%. Since iTj&g is continuous, so is ir^] im(r): im(r) —>

W. It is not difficult to see that r: W —» im(r) and irggi] im(r): im(r) —► W are

inverse bijections and therefore inverse homeomorphisms. To prove that ir^gi is a

local homeomorphism, we need to show that im(r) is an open subset of srfSSl.

Let Y = o-u(W)xo-Tji(W)xav(W). Y is an open subset of SS^xS^xS^; therefore,

Y ns/S? is an open subset of £&?. Clearly, Y nss&l C im(r). By the definition of
r, im(r) C Y. Since im(r) C S&3?, it then follows that im(r) = Y C\J&1; i.e., im(r)

is an open subset of S&X. Thus ir^ is a local homeomorphism. ir^.jf is surjective

because if A G A and Ax = A*x = Sx = 0, then (AX,AX) is an attractor-repeller

pair in the AA-isolated invariant set Sa and ir^jf(Ax,A*x,Sx) = X.

To see that S^s is a local homeomorphism, first note that ^3s(im(r)) = ay(W).

Now consider
im(r)

av(W)      ±5       W

This diagram commutes, and the maps on the base and right side are home-

omorphisms. Therefore, ^s|im(r): im(r) —» ov(W) is a homeomorphism, im-

plying that SP$ is a local homeomorphism. SPs is surjective because if Sa G S?,

then (Sa,0) is an attractor-repeller pair in the AA-isolated invariant set Sa and

^s(Sa,0,Sa) = Sa.
The proof that SPa and SPa* are surjective local homeomorphisms is similar.    □

We say that the attractor-repeller pairs (AX,A*X) in Sa C Aa and (Ap,Ap) in

Sp C Xp are related by continuation or are continuations of each other if there

exists a path c in srf£% from (AX,AX,SX) to (Ap,A^, Sp). Under this circumstance,

SPac, SPa'C, and SPgc are paths in S? from Aa to AM, from A\ to A*, and from Sa
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to Sp, respectively; i.e., Aa and Ap, A*x and A*, and Sa and SM are, in each case,

related by continuation.

Next, we extend these results to obtain the continuation theory for (Oordered)

Morse decompositions.

DEFINITION 4.9. The space of Morse decompositions (indexed by P) for the

product parameterization 0 is the set

-r, = *m = \xuao x sx e XJW x ̂ )| ^"-e; •*« }

with the topology inherited as a subspace of the product space XP<9*(<p) x S?(<p).

Note that the Sa component is needed in the definition oiJSP because, otherwise,

if a collection of invariant sets is a Morse decomposition of more than one invariant

set, then there is no distinction between the Morse decompositions. Of course, it is

precisely for this reason that the structures related to a Morse decomposition of an

invariant set S are defined relative to S. In particular, without the Sa component,

the homology index braid and connection matrices are not well defined on JiSP and

the continuation theories for these indices cannot be stated.

Recall that < is a partial order on P.

DEFINITION 4.10. The space of oordered Morse decompositions for the product

parameterization 0 is the set

JTK = .#<(*) = ( X Ma(tt) x Sa G ̂ p <M*<*>>«* is a <-°rdered }
Ugp Morse decomposition J

with the topology inherited as a subspace oiJSP.

Define itjrp : J?p —► A, where ir^p(Xn€P Mx(ir) x Sx) = A, and irjf< : JS< —> A,

where Kje< = tt,#p]JS<.

If M = Xn€P Mx(tt) x SxE ^f< and / G /(<), then

Mx(I) = ( (J Ma(tt) j U I    (J   C(Mx(tt),Mx(tt'))

is an AA-isolated invariant set. For each / G /(<), define SPi: ^#< —► 5? to be the

map that sends M to Mx(I)- If (/, J) G h(<), then (Mx(I), MX(J)) is an attractor-

repeller pair in Mx(IJ). For each (/, J) E h(<), define <?ItJ : JS< —> srfS% to be

the map that sends M to (M\(I), M\(J), M\(IJ)).

For each (/, J) G /2(<), we have the following commutative diagrams of maps.

(4.2.a) A<R ^A^lK

% \\ / *h
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(4.2.b) A<R  ^S    \?l\

^Lj/ 1 W

(4.2.c) \^]?J\

J>

Consider each diagram as a tetrahedron of maps. By above, the maps on the base

are surjective local homeomorphisms. After a couple of preliminary propositions,

we prove that ir.#p, ir^, SPi (and therefore SPj and Sf°ij), and SPij are surjective

local homeomorphisms.

The idea is as follows. If Mx is a oordered Morse decomposition of the isolated

invariant set Sa C Aa and AF(<) is the associated attractor filtration, then for p

near A, Proposition 4.6 implies that the attractors contained in AF(<) continue to

attractors in Sp, the continuation of Sa- In Proposition 4.11, we prove that AFp, the

collection of continued attractors in Sp, is a Oconsistent attractor filtration. Then,

in Proposition 4.12, we prove that if Mp is the Oordered Morse decomposition

defined by AFp, then for each I E I(<), the Morse set Mp(I) is the continuation

of the Morse set M\(I), and therefore the oordered Morse decomposition Mx

continues to the oordered Morse decomposition Mp.

PROPOSITION 4.11. Assume Mx = {Mx(Tr)}neP zs a <-ordered Morse decom-

position of an isolated invariant set Sx C Aa. Let {Mx(I)\I G A(<)} be the attrac-

tor filtration of the associated admissible ordering of Mx, and for each I E A(<),

assume Ui C Z is such that 4>x(Ui) is an Xx-isolating Sx-attracting neighborhood

of Mx(I). Further, assume U# = 0 and Ui C UP for each I E A(<). Then there

exists W, an open neighborhood of X contained in each A(Ui), such that p E W

implies

(1) if o-rji(p) = Mp(I), then the collection AFp := {Mp(I)]I E A(<)} is a

<-consistent attractor filtration in Sp := Mp(P),
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(2) for each I E A(<), 4>p(Ui) is an Xp-isolating Sp-attracting neighborhood of

Mp(I)-

PROOF. If/,/'GA(<), then 0a(£W) and 0a(£//)U0a([//<) (= <j>x(UiUUP))
are both isolating neighborhoods (the latter by Proposition 3.2) of the invariant

set Mp(I U /'). Proposition 4.3 implies that there exists an open neighborhood

Wij' of A such that if p G Wij>, then <pp(Unji>) and <f>p(Ui U UP) are isolat-

ing neighborhoods of the same AM-isolated invariant set. Similarly, there exists

an open neighborhood Vij> of A such that p E Vij> implies that qfjp(Uir\P) and

4>p{Ui fl UP) are isolating neighborhoods of the same AM-isolated invariant set.

Given / G A(<), Proposition 4.6 implies that there exists Wi, an open neighborhood

of A contained in A(Ui) n A(UP), such that p E Wi implies that if Mp(I) = au,(p)

and Sp = ouP(p), then Mp(I) is an attractor in Sp and 0M(f/j) is an AM-isolating

S^-attracting neighborhood of Mp(I).

Let W be an open neighborhood of A contained in each Wjj>, each Vi,j>, and

each Wi.

Assume p E W. Define Mp(I) = cju,{p) for / G A(<) and SM = auP(p).

Then Mp(I) is an attractor in SM and <jjp(Ui) is an AM-isolating SM-attracting

neighborhood of Mp(I). Set AFp = {Mp(I)]I E A(<)}. We claim that AFp
is a Oconsistent attractor filtration in Sp. First, note that since U$ = 0, it

follows that Mp(qb) = 0, and therefore 0 G AFp. Clearly, SM G AFp. We need to

show that /,/' G A(<) implies MM(/ U /') = Mp(I) U Mp(I') and Mp(I n /') =
Mp(I) n Mp(I'). Mp(I), Mp(I'), and Mp(I U I') are attractors in SM with Xp-

isolating SM-attracting neighborhoods <j)p(Ui), <pp(UP), and <j>p(Uiui'), respectively.

Proposition 3.2 implies that 0M(t/r)U0/x(t7p) (= <j>p(UiL)Ui>)) is an AM-isolating Sp-

attracting neighborhood of the attractor Mp(I) U Mp(I'). W C Wijr, therefore,

the maximal invariant set in 4>p(Ui U UP) is equal to that in (j>p(Uiur)- Thus,

Mp(I) U Mp(I') = Mp(I U /')■ Similarly, Mp(I) n Mp(I') = Mp(I n /'), and
therefore AFp is a <-consistent attractor filtration in SM.    □

Assume Ui and W are as described in Proposition 4.11, and for p E W, let

AFp be the Oconsistent attractor filtration in Sp defined above. Assume Mp =

{Mp(ir)}w<EP is the Oordered Morse decomposition of Sp defined by AFp, and let

{Mp(J)\ J E /(<)} be the Morse sets of the associated admissible ordering of Mp.

The following proposition is a direct consequence of Propositions 3.3 and 4.11 and

implies that the Morse set Mp(J) is the continuation of the Morse set Mx(J) for

each J G /(<).

PROPOSITION 4.12. If J E I(<) and (I, J) is a decomposition of an interval

K E A(<), then W C A(cIz(Uk\Ui)) and 4>p(cIz(Uk\Ui)) is an Xp-isolating

neighborhood of Mp (J).

Thus, Propositions 4.11 and 4.12 imply that if {MA(7r)}wep is a Oordered Morse

decomposition of Sa, then for p near A, there are isolated invariant sets Mp(ir) near

Ma(7t) and Sp near Sa such that {Mp(rr)}^eP is Oordered Morse decomposition of

Sp. Therefore Morse decompositions and admissible orderings continue locally. It is

noteworthy that while the flow ordering of a Morse decomposition continues locally

to an admissible ordering of nearby Morse decompositions, it does not necessarily

continue to the flow ordering.   This is illustrated in an example below and plays
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an important role in the connection matrix continuation theory. We make the

above-described continuation relationships more formal with the following

THEOREM 4.13. The maps 3°! for I G /(<), S°i,j for (I, J) E h(<), 7r>p,
and ir^< are surjective local homeomorphisms.

PROOF. Assume M = XneP Mx(tt) x Sx E J?p. {Mx(ir)}-K^p is a Morse

decomposition of Sa- Let < be an admissible ordering of the Morse decomposition.

{Mx(I)\I G A(<)} is the associated attractor filtration, and {Ma(/)|7 G /(<)} is

the associated collection of Morse sets.

Set U<p = 0, and for each nonempty I G A(<), let £// c Z be such that <px(Ui) is

an AA-isolating SA-attracting neighborhood of Mx(I) contained in (px(Up). Given

J E I(<)\A(<), choose I,K E A(<) such that (I, J) is a decomposition of K,

and set Uj = cIz(Uk\Ui). Let W be as in Proposition 4.11. By Propositions 4.11

and 4.12, W C A(Uj) for each J E I(<). For p E W and J E /(<), set Mp(J)
equal to the maximal invariant set in (j>p(Uj). Propositions 4.11 and 4.12 imply

that {Mp(ir)\ir E P} is a oordered Morse decomposition of Sp := Mp(P) and

MSp := {Mp(J)\J E I(<)} is the associated collection of Morse sets.

Define r: W -► X^S? x &', r = X*epo-Uw\W x aUp\W. Clearly, r is

continuous. The above results imply r(p) = X7reP Mp(rr) x Sp, and therefore

M E im(r) C ^#< C -#p. Thus, r defines a continuous map, r: W —► ^SP. Since

TT£p is continuous, so is 7r^p|im(r): im(r) —* W. It is not difficult to see that

7T^p|im(r): im(r) —* W and r: W —►im(r) are inverse bijections and therefore in-

verse homeomorphisms. To complete the proof that ir^p is a local homeomorphism,

we need to show that im(r) is an open subset of ^#p.

LetV= Xn€PaUn(W)xaUp(W). Vis open in XPS7 xS7; therefore, V C\JfP

is open in JiSP. Clearly, V C\^P C im(r). By the definition of r, im(r) c V. Since

im(r) C ^#p, it now follows that im(r) = V fl^#p; i.e., im(r) is an open subset of

^#p. Thus, ir#p is a local homeomorphism.

Since im(r) c JS< C -#p and ir #< = ir #P]J£<, it follows that ir#< is a local

homeomorphism.

7T^p is surjective because if A G A and Ma(7t) = 0 for each tt G P, then

{Mx(ir)}rr£P is a Morse decomposition of the AA-isolated invariant set Sa = 0 and

ir^p(X„€P Mx(tt) x Sx) = X. Similarly, ir#< is surjective.

Assume I E I(<). To see that SPi is a local homeomorphism, first note that

^V(im(r)) = <7[/,(W). Now consider the following diagram:

im(r)

aVl (W)      U       W
IT ,

The diagram commutes, and the maps on the base and the right side are homeo-

morphisms. Therefore, SPi]im(r): im(r) -» av, (W) is a homeomorphism, implying

that 3°i is a local homeomorphism.

To see that SPi is surjective, assume Sa eS? and choose it' e I. Set Mx(ir') = Sx

and Ma(7t) = 0 for it e P with 7r ^ tt'. {M\(ir)}n&P is a <-ordered Morse

decomposition of the AA-isolated invariant set Sa and 36i(XneP Mx(tt)xSx) = Sx-

For (7, J) E h(<), it similarly follows that ^itj is a surjective local homeomor-

phism.    □
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The proof of the following important property of JS< is contained in the proof

of Theorem 4.13.

PROPOSITION 4.14.  JiS< is an open subset of^P.

DEFINITION 4.15. Let Mx = {M\(it)}„€p and Mp = {Mp(ir)}n€P be Morse

decompositions of isolated invariant sets Sa C Aa and Sp C A^, respectively. We

say that Mx and Mp are related by continuation or are continuations of each other

if there exists a path c in .JiSP from X„eP M\(ir) x Sx to XnePMp(ir) x Sp. If,

furthermore, Mx and MM are Oordered and the path c is in ^#<, then we say that

the associated admissible orderings are related by continuation or are continuations

of each other.

PROPOSITION 4.16. Let Mx = {Ma(7t)}xGp and Mp = {Mp(Tr)}n€P be <-

ordered Morse decompositions, and assume that the associated admissible orderings

are related by continuation. Then the Morse sets Mx(I) and Mp(I) are related by

continuation for each I E I(<), and the attractor-repeller pairs (Mx(I),Mx(J))

in Mx(IJ) and (Mp(I),Mp(J)) in Mp(IJ) are related by continuation for each

(I,J)EI2(<).

PROOF. If c is a path in JS< from Xn€P Mx(tt) x Sx to XnEP Mp(rr) x Sp,

then SPic is a path in S? from Mx(I) to Mp(I), and SPi jc is a path in stfS% from

(Mx(I),Mx(J),Mx(IJ)) to (Mp(I),Mp(J),Mp(IJ)).   D
We illustrate the spaces of ordered Morse decompositions with the following

simple example.

Consider the following family of local flows which qualitatively represent the

solutions to the family of differential equations, x = y, y = 9y — x(x — |)(1 — x),

for 9 > 0 (see §6).

i
—*——*— -*— —*— ■*-—*—

M<3> J y M(3) M(3)\

Jf    \        ■•      \       yv   f
—*-»■-•*- —4-»-4- —*-»' ■ —~t-

M<2) ̂  Mil),, M(2) M(l),k M(2K M(l)i,

o < e < e* e = e* e > e*

0                                          9* »
A=     (-)

Let P = {1,2,3}, and for each 9 > 0, let Me := {M(7r)}7rep be the Morse

decomposition pictured. stfSP contains

Me                            Mq*                          M0
(-—)
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Thus, for 9 near 0 and for 9 large, the Morse decompositions Mg are related by

continuation. Let < be the usual total order on P. ^#< contains

Me Mq* Me
(-)

Thus, the admissible ordering < of Mg for 9 near 0 is related by continuation to

the admissible ordering < of Mg for 9 large. Let <' be the partial order on P with

relations 1 <' 2, 1 <' 3. ^#<- contains

Me MQ* Mq
(-)   (-)

Therefore, the admissible ordering <' of Mg for 9 near 0 does not continue to

the admissible ordering <' of Mg for 9 large.

This example illustrates the above-proven fact that Morse decompositions and

admissible orderings continue locally. It also establishes the fact that although the

flow ordering continues locally to an admissible ordering, it need not continue to

the flow ordering. This follows because < is the flow ordering of Mg. while <' is

the flow ordering of Mg for 9 > 9*.

5. The continuation theory for homology index braids and connection

matrices. Assume 0: Z x A —► A is a product parameterization of the local flow

A, and let S?, srfSSl, ytfSp, and ./#< be the spaces of invariant sets, attractor-repeller

pairs, Morse decompositions indexed by P, and oordered Morse decompositions,

respectively, for the product parameterization.

The Conley index is invariant under continuation by

THEOREM 5.1 (SEE [1]). If Sx and Sp are related by continuation and c is a

path in S? from Sx to Sp, then (associated to the path-homotopy class of c) there

is a homotopy equivalence 9[c]: h(Sx) —* h(Sp).

Our use of Theorem 5.1 is on the homology level; thus,

COROLLARY 5.2. If c is as in Theorem 5.1, then (associated to the path-

homotopy class of c) there is an isomorphism #[cj: H(Sx) —* H(Sp).

If the attractor-repeller pairs (Aa,A^) in Sa and (Ap,A^) in Sp are related by

continuation and c is a path in s/S% from (Aa, A^,Sa) to (Ap,Ap,Sp), then 3°ac,

^■c, and SPsc are paths in S7 from Aa to AM, from A*x to A*, and from Sa

to Sp, respectively. Therefore, there are isomorphisms 9^ACy. H(AX) —► H(Ap),

0{&A.C]: H(A\) -> H(A*p), and 9^sc]: H(SX) - H(Sp).

To prove that the homology index sequence of an attractor-repeller pair is in-

variant under continuation, it is necessary to show that these isomorphisms define

an isomorphism between the respective index sequences; i.e., that the following

diagram commutes:

(5.1)

••• -> H(Ax) —1—+ H(Sx) —£— H(A\) —^ H(Ax) —'-^ ■■■

0\SAc\ 0|v'sc] 6\-'A"\ e\SA'\

■■■- H(Ap) —i— H(Sp) —p—* H(A;) —d—+ H(Ap) —^  ■•■
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This follows from the work of Kurland [10]. His continuation results clearly

carry over to our setting, and from Corollary 2.23 in [10] follows

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let (Aa, AJ) in Sx, (Ap,A^) in Sp, and c be as above. If

(N2\, Nyx, N0x) and (N2p, Nyp, N0p) are index triples for the corresponding attrac-

tor-repeller pairs, then there exist homotopy equivalences 9, 9', and 9" inducing the

homology isomorphisms 9[y>AC], 9^A,cj, and 9\&>sC]j respectively, and commuting in

the following diagram:

Nyx/Nox —i—► A2a/A0a —E—> A2a/A1a

(5.2) fl| fl»| „<J

Nip/Nop —l—^ N2p/NQp —^ N2p/Nyp

By the naturality of the long exact homology sequence, passing to homology in

(5.2) yields the commutativity of diagram (5.1).

Assume that Mx = {Ma(7t)}xGp and Mp = {Mp(ir)}7r€P are Oordered Morse

decompositions of isolated invariant sets Sa C Aa and SM C Xp, respectively.

Denote the associated admissible orderings of Mx and Mp by <a and </i, respec-

tively. We have the following continuation theorem for homology index braids of

admissible orderings of Morse decompositions.

THEOREM 5.4. If the admissible orderings <x and <M are related by contin-

uation, then £f(<x) and %?(<p), the homology index braids of the admissible or-

derings, are isomorphic.

PROOF. If c is a path in Jf< from XneP Mx(tt) x Sx to XneP Mp(ir) x Sp, then

for each I G /(<), S°ic is a path in SP from Ma (J) to Mp(I). By Theorem 5.1,

there exist isomorphisms between homology indices, 9(1): Hx(I) —► Hp(I) for each

I E /(<). Define 9 = {9(I)\I E /(<)}. To show that 9 is an isomorphism from

%*(<x) to ^(<p), it is necessary to show that the following diagram commutes

for each (I, J) E h(<):

(5.3)

•••-► Hx(I) —'—* Hx(U) —P—* Hx(J) —?— Hx(I) —i— •■•

6(1) 0(1 J) 0(J) 0(I)\

••• -► Hp(I) —L_ Hfi(U) _JL^ Hti(j) -J-^ Hp(I) —i—  ■■■

&ijc is a path in S&3? from (MX(I),MX(3),MX(I3)) to (Mp(I),Mp(J),Mp(IJ));

therefore, the corresponding homology index sequences are isomorphic via the iso-

morphisms associated to the paths 9°aS°i,jc, &a'SPi,jc, and SPs&ijc in S7. By

the commutativity of diagrams 4.2.a-c, it follows that these isomorphisms are the

isomorphisms 9(1), 9(3), and 9(13) defined above. Thus, diagram 5.3 commutes,

and 9 defines an isomorphism from £f(<x) to ^(<p).    □

Let C = {CA(ir)}w€P be a collection of graded modules. The following global

continuation theorem for (C-)connection matrices of admissible orderings of Morse

decompositions follows directly from Proposition 1.5.A and Theorem 5.4.

THEOREM 5.5. If the admissible orderings <x of Mx and <M of Mp are related

by continuation, then K#(<A,C) = %f£(<p,C) and <SfJf(<x) = K#(<A1).
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The following corollary of Theorem 5.5 describes the relationship between

(C-)connection matrices of Morse decompositions if the flow ordering of one Morse

decomposition continues to an admissible ordering of another. Our local connection

matrix continuation result (Theorem 5.7, below) is a consequence of this result.

COROLLARY 5.6. If the flow ordering of Mx is related by continuation to an

admissible ordering of Mp, then

&£(Mp,C) C^#(Ma,C)

and

%£(Mp) c K#(Ma).

PROOF. Let <p denote the flow ordering of Ma, and assume that <p is re-

lated by continuation to an admissible ordering < of Mp. Then by Theorem 5.5,

K#(<,C) = WJ?(<F,C) and ffjf(<) = ^#(<p). The (C-)connection matrices

of a Morse decomposition are the (C-)connection matrices of the flow ordering of

the Morse decomposition, and any admissible ordering of a Morse decomposition

is an extension of its flow ordering. Therefore, with the aid of Proposition 1.5.B, it

follows that ^JS(Mp,C) c %JS(Mx,C) and K#(MM) c K#(MA).    □

The local continuation of Morse decompositions is established in §4. The fol-

lowing local continuation theorem for connection matrices of Morse decompositions

states that (C-)connection matrices of a Morse decomposition may be lost, but

not gained, under local continuation. In this sense, the collection of (C-)connection

matrices of a Morse decomposition is upper semicontinuous over the space of Morse

decompositions (and over the parameter space A).

THEOREM 5.7. There exists a neighborhood W of X in A such that if p E W,

then Mx is related by continuation to a Morse decomposition Mp of an isolated

invariant set in Xp, and for such Mp, foJS(Mp,C) C K#(Ma,C) andW^'(Mp) C

K#(Ma).

PROOF. Let <p be the flow ordering of Ma. By Theorem 4.13, there is

a homeomorphism between a neighborhood V of A in A and a neighborhood of

X^gpMa(7t) x Sa in JiS<F. By the local path connectivity of A, there is a path

connected neighborhood W of A in V. For each p G W, the flow ordering of Ma is

related by continuation to an admissible ordering of a Morse decomposition Mp of

an isolated invariant set in Xp. By Corollary 5.6, (K£(Mp,C) C %fJf(Mx,C) and

ffjf(Mp) C K#(MA).    D

6. An example. We consider the following family of ordinary differential equa-

tions parameterized by the variable 9 > 0:

x = y,        y = 9y-x(x-\)(l-x)

In Figure 6.1, the complete set of bounded solutions for these equations, Sg, is

shown (along with some nearby orbits) for values of 9 near 0 and for values of 9

large. For all 9 > 0, the set of bounded solutions is an isolated invariant set, and if

Mg(l), Mg(2), Mg(3) are the points (1/3,0), (0,0), (1,0), respectively, in the plane,

then Mg := {Mg(i)} is a Morse decomposition of Sg.
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o < e « i •^^ fT)) ) •_

Me(2) Me(l) Me(3)

Figure 6.1

Qualitatively, the flows in Figure 6.1 can be depicted as follows:

,1

M9(3)l M0(3)l

M9(2)^ M0<Dm Me(2\, Me(l)4

0 <   0 « 1 0 » 1

We use the connection matrix continuation theory to prove that there exists

a parameter value 9* such that C(Mg.(3),Mfl.(2)) ^ 0. Homology indices are

computed with coefficients in Z2. Assume A G &JS(Mg) for some 9 > 0. The

homology index of each Mg(i) is finitely generated; therefore, A is strictly upper

triangular relative to the flow ordering (see [5]). Since 1 < 2 < 3 defines an

admissible ordering for all 9, it follows that A.,,, = 0 if i < j. The homology indices

of Me(3) and Mg(2) are both nontrivial only in dimension one. Therefore, since

each entry in A has degree -1, we must have A2,3 = 0. For all 9 > 0, the homology

index of Me(12) is trivial; this implies (see [5]) that Ai,2 is an isomorphism.
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It follows that if A G %i£(Mg) for some 9 > 0, then A is in the form

fO    *    *\
0    0    0

\0    0    OJ
where « indicates an entry that is an isomorphism and * denotes an entry that is

either trivial or an isomorphism.

If 0 < 9 -C 1, then Mg(2>) and Mg(i) are noncomparable under the flow ordering,

and therefore the upper triangularity of A requires Ai]3 = 0. So, in this case,

K#(M#) contains a single matrix, and it is in the form

(0    «    0\
0    0    0

\o   o   oy

If 9 3> 1, then Mg(l) and Mg(3) are adjacent under the flow ordering and the

homology index of Mg(13) is trivial. Thus, as with Ai,2, it follows that Ai,3 is an

isomorphism. Therefore, if 9 » 1, then W^(Mg) also contains a single matrix, and

it is in the form
(0    «    *\

0    0     0

\0    0    0/
Let ^#i and ^#2 respectively denote the first and second collections of connec-

tion matrices described above, and for i = 1,2, define 9V = {9 E (0, oo)\^SJS (Mg) =

'WJiSi). 9y and #2 are disjoint and both nonempty. The local connection matrix

continuation theorem (Theorem 5.7) and the connection matrix existence theorem

(see [5]) imply that each 9t is open.   By the connectivity of (0,oo), there exists

0*G(O,oo)\(0,U02).
For such 9*, it follows that &4f(Mg.) contains both of the matrices

(0    »   0\ (0   M    «\

0    0    0        and        0    0     0

\o   0   oj \o   0   oy

A13 is nontrivial in the second matrix; therefore 1 <p 3 in the flow ordering of

Mg.. We claim that Mg.(3) and M^*(l) are not adjacent under the flow order-

ing. Suppose they are; then, as in the calculations for 9 small and large, the Aii3

connection matrix entry is uniquely determined and is either trivial or an isomor-

phism. However, Ai)3 is not uniquely determined, proving the claim. This implies

that 1 <F 2 <F 3, and the latter relation yields C(Mg.(3),Mg.(2)) ^ 0.
In [5] this result is proved using a transition system. That technique involves

putting a flow on the parameter space and then analyzing the flow on the product

(phase x parameter) space. The method used here has the advantage that an

artificial flow need not be put on the parameter space to carry out the analysis of

the parameterized family of flows. This technique is generalized in [7] where we use

the continuation theory and similarity transformations on connection matrices to

study bifurcations of behavior in parameterized families of flows. The results in [7]

yield an alternative technique to the transition systems studied in [12-17] and, as

in the above example, at least have the advantage that the parameterized families

can be studied without the need to add a flow on the parameter space.
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